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Figure 1: AirTouch augments 3D-printed objects to enable touch-sensitivity. It works by detecting the pressure change resulting from users blocking tiny air outlets fabricated into the objects. (a) Three active animal objects: each has touch points on its ear, nose, foot, and back. The same machine learning model works interchangeably with all three. (b) Structure inside the bunny, illustrated via computer rendering. The external solid object is shown as clear, while the internal hollow tubes are rendered in translucent blue. (c) The AirTouch-enabled bunny with interactive locations on the ear, nose, back and feet. When the user touches any of these locations, the respective label is displayed.

ABSTRACT
3D printing technology can be used to rapidly prototype the look and feel of 3D objects. However, the objects produced are passive. There has been increasing interest in making these objects interactive, yet they often require assembling components or complex calibration. In this paper, we contribute AirTouch, a technique that enables designers to fabricate touch-sensitive objects with minimal assembly and calibration using pneumatic sensing. AirTouch-enabled objects are 3D printed as a single structure using a consumer-level 3D printer. AirTouch uses pre-trained machine learning models to identify interactions with fabricated objects, meaning that there is no calibration required once the object has completed printing. We evaluate our technique using fabricated objects with various geometries and touch sensitive locations, obtaining accuracies of at least 90% with 12 interactive locations.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Interaction devices;
• Hardware → Tactile and hand-based interfaces;

Author Keywords
3D printing; pneumatic sensing; touch interaction

INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, additive manufacturing has moved from industry to desktop-sized 3D printers that empower makers to produce intricate three-dimensional shapes. In contrast to this new ease of producing forms, making interactive and responsive objects usually requires inserting electronic circuitry [22, 27] and thus requires engineering expertise and assembly effort. Similarly to Willis et al. [37], we envision
what we call print-and-play: a future where interactive objects are ready to use immediately after fabrication, without extra effort on the maker’s part. Such a capability will empower makers, designers, researchers, and educators to instantly turn passive fabricated forms into interactive artefacts. While recent research has made some progress towards this goal [20, 31, 33, 35], these projects still fall short of being purely print-and-play: they require per-user [31] or per-object [20, 35] training, are susceptible to environmental interference [12, 33, 35], or significantly alter the object’s external form [33].

In this paper, we present AirTouch, a novel technique for fabricating touch-sensitive objects that are instantly responsive after 3D printing without the need for assembly or calibration. Our technique minimally modifies the form of the object, adding only a tiny hole to each touch location and inlets for an external source of air and a barometric pressure sensor; when a user touches a hole, the air pressure inside the object changes in a predictable way. AirTouch-enabled objects can be fabricated as a single structure on consumer-level resin-based 3D-printers, without the need for any post-hoc assembly, and can enable up to 12 different interactive locations on fabricated objects.

To summarize, this work contributes:

- AirTouch, a novel technique for fabricating objects that are instantly touch-sensitive after printing by measuring differences in air pressure inside the object;
- a characterization of the number of interactive locations that can be enabled with our technique, and its performance; and
- a set of applications that demonstrate AirTouch’s potential.

RELATED WORK

AirTouch builds on prior research on prototyping and fabricating interactive objects, and research around pneumatic interfaces.

Prototyping and Fabrication of Interactive Objects

A growing body of literature has explored different techniques to fabricate interactive objects. While Ballagas et al. offer a comprehensive overview of this design space, grouping previous endeavours according to the interaction mechanism used [1], this section emphasizes the progress of these previous efforts towards being print-and-play. Two properties of the object production process strongly influence the amount of post-printing effort needed: the degree of assembly or other physical modification required to enable interactivity, and whether a machine-learning training phase is necessary—and if so, how much. Independent of the print-and-play nature of an object, the amount of effort required from the user to interact is also worth considering.

Some early research on prototyping interactive objects focused on adding interactive functionality to the objects rather than on simple methods for fabrication. For example, some systems require assembling electronics and other components inside a printed shell [9, 16, 26, 27] and others require casting silicone [8, 24].

Other approaches require less assembly. Some research has detected changes in acoustical signals caused by user manipulation of geometry [14, 15, 28]; however, the requirement for complex or movable geometry can mean considerable post-print effort for cleaning, assembling, and gluing.

Some recent work has come much closer to the print-and-play ideal, enabling interactivity with significantly less or no post-print manipulation. One approach is to use multi-material printers to enable capacitive touch sensing [6, 30, 31] or optical sensing [37]; however, these approaches require attachment of multiple points of circuitry or optic sensors to operate, and the size of object is limited. Another optical approach is to use computer vision to detect user interaction [32]; however, cameras are prone to problems with occlusion (i.e., touches on the back of an object cannot be detected, nor can touches hidden by the hand itself), and it is difficult to differentiate touching from merely being close to the object.

Several projects require nearly no post-print manipulation. Touch & Activate [20] used an affixed microphone and speaker to detect how acoustic sweeps were changed by user touch; this technique worked with many objects, including off-the-shelf ones, but required a new machine-learning model to be trained for every object. Blowhole [35] used the sound produced by users blowing into differently shaped cavities to determine interaction location; the objects were ready to interact with immediately after printing. While Blowhole used a mathematical model for training-free operation, it could only recognize six locations, and the 5 mm-diameter holes disrupted object surfaces. Tickers and Talker [33] used centimeter-scale physical markers which made unique sounds when plucked, but significantly impact the geometry of the object. INTACT [10] uses a 3D model of an object placed on a 6-axis force sensor to mathematically determine where the user is touching. While it can sense touch with high precision, objects are limited in size to around 20 cm, and require recalibration after moving.

In contrast to this previous work, AirTouch has several advantages. It needs nearly no post-fabrication assembly or other manipulation: the user simply plugs in one or two tubes, depending on the particular configuration. It requires no per-object training: as we demonstrate in a later section, pre-trained machine learning models transfer between different objects with high accuracy. AirTouch has little constraint on size, working at scales as small as 4 cm and as large as 2 m. Unlike some previous work, AirTouch does not significantly disrupt the surface of the object with new geometry, and AirTouch-enabled objects can be held in the hand without interfering with recognition.

Pneumatic Input for Interaction

AirTouch’s use of air pressure as its sensing mechanism is inspired by other pneumatic interaction work. A number of projects have used pneumatic techniques to augment the digital fabrication process, aiming to reduce fabrication time by
inflating objects to their final form [21, 25, 38], or to add movement to otherwise static objects [18, 19, 39].

Various researchers have investigated the use of pressure as an input mechanism. Most use sensing of pressure inside flexible enclosures, including buttons [5, 7, 36], computer mice [13], robots [34], and balloons [17]. Due to measuring the pressure of air trapped inside a flexible structure, these systems are limited to sensing one interaction location, and can suffer from ambiguity if the user presses with different levels of force. In contrast, AirTouch’s use of rigid object enables sensing up to 12 different interaction points, and it can operate reliably, independent of the user’s pressing force on those points.

AIRTOUCH OVERVIEW

AirTouch makes use of some of the basic principles of fluid behavior. In particular, we use the principle of continuity [23]—which indicates that the total flow of air exiting an object must equal the flow of air entering the object—and Bernoulli’s principle [2], which relates flow and pressure. In combination, these two principles predict that when there is a change in the size of an opening through which fluid is passing, the pressure will vary in response. Our objects are therefore comprised of a series of pressurized tubes with uniquely sized outlets. Covering an outlet changes the amount of area through which air can escape, and thereby changes the pressure in the object. In the following, we sketch some of the mathematical theory of operation that enables AirTouch to function.

Theory of Operation

The behavior of AirTouch can be approximated with principles from fluid dynamics. By the continuity principle—that the total output from a system must be equal to its input—we know that \( Q_i \), the flow of air entering the object, is equal to \( \sum Q_i \), the total flow coming out of all openings. The relationship of flow to the cross-sectional area \( A \) of an opening is given by Bernoulli’s principle [23], allowing flow to be expressed as

\[
Q = CA \sqrt{\Delta P}
\]  

(1)

where \( C \) is a constant incorporating an adjustment for the shape of the orifice, the density of air, and other unknowns, and \( \Delta P \) is the difference in pressure before and after the opening. We can now use Equation 1 to express and simplify the continuity equation in terms of the sum of the areas of each outlet \( i \) and the difference in pressure between the inside of the object and the atmosphere:

\[
Q_i = \sum Q_i = C \sum A_i \sqrt{\Delta P}
\]  

(2)

Now consider the situation where we cover one outlet. Because of continuity, the input flow (held constant by the air compressor and regulator valve) and output flow are identical to when no outlets are blocked. Therefore, the pressure inside the object must increase to compensate for the decreased total discharge area. Assuming we have blocked outlet \( x \), we now have

\[
C \sum A_i \sqrt{\Delta P} = C (\sum A_i - A_x) \sqrt{\Delta P_x}
\]  

(3)

illustrating that with a smaller total area we must have a new, larger pressure \( \Delta P_x \). Solving Equation 3 for \( \Delta P_x \) allows us to predict the new pressure that will result from covering an outlet of cross-sectional area \( A_x \):

\[
\Delta P_x = \frac{(\sum A_i)^2 \Delta P}{(\sum A_i - A_x)^2}
\]  

(4)

or, equivalently, given a pressure change of \( \Delta P_x \), the outlet area which resulted in that pressure change:

\[
A_x = \sum A_i \left(1 - \sqrt{\frac{\Delta P}{\Delta P_x}}\right)
\]  

(5)

As presented here, these fluid dynamics equations work with incompressible, steady flows—that is, liquids flowing in steady state—and perfectly shaped outlets of known geometry. Our system does not hold to these constraints: 3D-printed objects, and thereby our outlets, are not perfect; air is compressible; and our objects are subject to internal turbulence due to their complex geometry (see Figure 1b). Due to these factors, the above equations do not perfectly match our observed data, but provide guidelines for understanding and predicting the general behavior of the system.

Internal Structure

AirTouch adds an internal structure to 3D models that distribute incoming flow from an air compressor to outlets on the object’s surface (Figure 1b). This internal structure consists of several components: a central flow-distribution chamber which supplies all tubes with air; an inlet via which the air source provides pressurized air flow to the flow-distribution chamber; a connection point for the pressure sensor; a series of tubes that connect the flow-distribution chamber to touch locations on the object’s surface. By using this structure in all AirTouch-augmented objects, we ensure that the pressure increases when touching the same outlet are comparable, regardless to the outer geometry of the augmented object.

Sensing User Interactions

The basic user interaction with an AirTouch-enabled object is via touch. When a user touches one of the outlets on the object’s surface, the airflow through that outlet is blocked. As each outlet has a different size, the airflow through each outlet is unique and is proportional to the outlet area (Equation 2). Blocking the flow from an outlet causes a identifiable rise in the barometric pressure inside the object. Our system records these changes in air pressure using a barometric sensor, and translates them to an outlet ID, and subsequent position on the object’s surface. Figure 2 shows an abstract representation of the unique barometric increases sensed when the user covers different outlets, and Figure 3 shows actual sensed touch data.

PARAMETER EXPLORATION

Every AirTouch object contains a flow-distribution chamber, tubes, and outlets. In this section, we report on the design and fabrication of this internal structure based on literature and additional testing. Our design decisions were guided by
the following three requirements: (1) the object, including the internal structure, must be fabricatable with a consumer-level 3D printers; (2) the outside geometry of the object cannot be modified; (3) per-object calibration is not allowed.

Experimental Setup
We constructed a test setup consisting of a JunAir 2000-40PD air compressor, Festo MS4-LR-1/4-D5-AS valve, and an analog Panasonic PS-A (ADP5) barometric sensor. The sensor is connected to an Arduino Uno, which samples the air pressure at 5 kHz. We connect standard air compressor tubing (polyethylene, 6 mm diameter) to the valve, and the barometric sensor to the object. This sensor is responsible for detecting the subtle pressure changes in the system caused by user interactions, and can sense pressures relative to atmospheric pressure from 0 to 6 kiloPascals (kPa). The sensor’s limited operating range requires that we empirically set the valve’s value for objects having a different number of outlets to avoid saturation. To reduce the noise from the sensor readings, we filter the incoming signal using the 1€ Filter [4] using $\beta$ and cutoff values set empirically, dependent on the base pressure output of the compressor.

We print our objects using the FormLabs Form 2 3D printer, a consumer-level resin-based stereolithography (STL) printer capable of high resolutions. We use STL technology because in our initial experiments, it became clear that current FDM-based printers are not capable of precisely printing tiny holes at arbitrary orientations. We print AirTouch-enabled objects as single structures with no assembly needed. The only addition to the standard post-processing required of all STL print processes is a 30-second flushing stage with the air compressor immediately after printing to prevent residual resin causing blockages during curing.

Flow-Distribution Chamber
AirTouch objects embed a spherical flow distribution chamber to distribute incoming flow between two tubes; 3D printing small-size spherical shapes does not require support material. Instead of using a flow distribution chamber, we also experimented with hollowing the object. In these shell structures, outlets are simply holes and do not require tubes. This approach, however, requires per-object touch calibration while also requiring higher pressures for operation, as the air flows through the entire geometry of the object. In contrast, the spherical flow-distribution chamber has the same shape across objects and ensures a consistent airflow. To allow touch interactivity on small objects with AirTouch, the flow-distribution chamber should be small to fit objects of various geometries. Therefore, we fabricated three Stanford bunnies, each with identical outlet configurations but with varying flow-distribution chamber diameters of 15, 20 and 30 mm in diameter. We recorded the barometric pressure changes when covering the outlets and found that the volume of the chamber does not significantly impact the relative pressure variations between outlets. We did find, however, that smaller cavities yield a higher noise profile on the resulting signals; therefore, as a compromise between size and performance, we used flow-distribution chambers of 30 mm diameter in most of our further experiments.

Tubes
The touch locations on the object’s surface are connected to the flow-distribution chamber with cylindrical tubes. To allow tubes to be embedded in small objects, we want the diameter to be as small as possible. After experimenting with different diameters, we picked 5 mm tubes as the best tradeoff between size and printability. While 3 mm tubes often worked, we...
found that with this smaller size it was difficult to guarantee that all of the resin would drain from the tubes before post-print curing.

Based on fluid dynamics literature [3], we determined that the length of the tube as well as the area of the outlet influences the barometric pressure inside the object. First, we tested if varying the tube length produces enough difference in barometric pressure to identify the tube from which the airflow is blocked. To do so, we fabricated three objects of varying geometries: a duck, a bunny and a CHI-nosaur. Each has a 30 mm-diameter chamber and four outlets, placed at the foot (.35 mm²), nose/beak (.65 mm²), ear (.95 mm²), and back (1.25 mm²). Although these objects share the same cavity size and outlet configuration, their interior tube lengths vary between 3–100 mm. Figure 4 shows no significant difference in pressure responses when covering each of the outlets for all three objects. In the next section, we report on testing the impact of varying the area of the outlet.

Outlets

In contrast to varying the length of the tubes, we did observe a significant difference in the barometric pressure response when blocking the airflow from tubes having different outlet diameters. To minimally disturb the object’s original geometry and ensure outlets are always covered entirely when touched, we wanted to use outlets with diameters as small as possible. During our initial exploration phase, we found that our printer was unreliable in printing outlets smaller than 0.6 mm in diameter. Additionally, we observed that the difference between barometric pressure responses of small outlets are not significant in the presence of large outlets. Therefore, we empirically set the maximum outlet diameter to 1.50 mm.

With an operational range of 0.6–1.50 mm for outlet diameters, we optimized the step size between outlet diameters to maximize the number of outlets while ensuring significant differences between barometric pressure responses from all outlets. Equation 5 indicates that the pressure/area relationship is nearly linear for our range of diameters. We printed three test objects, each with outlets in the operational diameter range but with area steps of 0.02, 0.06, and 0.1 mm² between subsequent outlets. We then connected each to the testing setup and recorded touches on each outlet. We found that with the smaller area increments, the pressure change between neighboring outlet sizes was insufficient to offer a clear separation in the presence of sensor noise (approximately 0.01 kPa). Therefore, all of our subsequent objects are printed with at least a 0.1 mm² separation between hole areas. Table 1 illustrates, at actual size, the final set of 12 outlet dimensions we use.

As discussed earlier, the tubes connecting the outlets to the chamber are 5 mm in diameter to prevent clogging. We therefore reduce the last 1 mm of the tube to form the outlet, as shown in Figure 6.
Table 1: Final outlet dimensions shown at actual size with radius in millimeters indicated under each. The area increases by .1 mm² between each subsequent hole, ranging between 0.35–1.45 mm².

Figure 6: Close up view of the connection between the tube and the outlet.

SOFTWARE
In this section, we discuss the algorithms for recognizing and identifying touches as well as the software implementation that facilitates designing AirTouch’s internal tube structure.

Designing AirTouch Objects
AirTouch-enabled objects require an object’s internal structure to be augmented with an inlet for pressurized air, a flow-distribution chamber, uniquely sized outlets at desired touch locations, and a connection for the sensor. To facilitate designing AirTouch objects, we created an Autodesk Meshmixer script which automatically modifies the model’s internal structure and adds appropriately-sized outlets to objects at user-selected locations. Our script embeds a flow-distribution chamber inside the model, and uses the tube routing algorithm described in [29] to attach a tube spanning from the cavity to locations selected by the designer. If more precision is necessary, tubes can be added manually to objects using standard CAD software.

Touch Recognition and Identification
In order to identify when an outlet is covered, we first segment the signal coming from the sensor into 100-sample windows. We then calculate the mean and standard deviation for each window, and once the standard deviation surpasses an empirically set threshold, we assume there has been a touch or release event. To identify whether this change has been a touch or a release, we compare the mean of the current window with the mean of the previous one: if the current mean is higher than the previous, an outlet has been covered; if not, an outlet has been released.

Once we have determined that a touch event has happened, we identify which outlet has been covered. We take the mean of the 1000 samples previous to the touch event as the pressure baseline, and divide it by the mean of the 1000 samples following the touch. This ratio compensates for drift in the signal caused by minor atmospheric fluctuations and imprecisions in the regulator valve.

PERFORMANCE TESTING
To show the viability of AirTouch, we evaluated our recognition pipeline on a set of AirTouch-enabled objects of varying geometries and outlet configurations: an interactive bar chart, a Stanford bunny, a color hue selector and a dual-touch sensing sphere. For each outlet configuration, we train a machine learning model (SVM with rbf kernel) using a single instance consisting of mean and standard deviation for the registered pressures for a given touch. We proceed to cycle through the outlets of each object, recording the classification result for each touch. We repeat this process four times per object.

We obtained average accuracies of 95.5% (for the bar chart), 100% (Stanford bunny), 97.75% (color hue selector), and 91.6% (Grasp sensing cube). Figure 7 shows a detailed view of the performance for each object.

EXAMPLE DESIGNS AND APPLICATIONS
Because its ease of fabrication, and large number of interactive locations, AirTouch lends itself to the rapid prototyping of interactive devices. Below we present a number of example usages of AirTouch which illustrate its potential. All applications are developed in C# and WPF and receive data (over a socket connection) from Python code running the touch detection described above.
Figure 8: Example AirTouch Applications. With AirTouch, interactive objects are fabricated as a single structure without any post-print assembly or calibration. We showcase objects of different geometries augmented with AirTouch: an interactive bar chart (a); interactive animals (b); grasp-sensing sphere (c); and a color hue selector (d).

**Interactive 3D Bar Chart**
Recent work has highlighted the benefits of data physicalization [11]. We designed a three-dimensional bar plot displaying the relation between the submitted and accepted papers in the past four years to CHI, UIST, and TEI (Figures 1c and 8a). To obtain more information about the proceedings, the user touches the top of a bar, and the companion application shows the acceptance rate, number of accepted papers for the year and conference in question.

**Interactive Animals**
AirTouch can identify interactions on objects of varying geometries, but with the same outlet configurations, with a single, pre-trained machine learning model. We fabricated a set of interactive animals of different outer geometries, but sharing the same outlet configuration (i.e., an ear of different animals has the same outlet diameter). We augmented a Stanford bunny, a duck, and a CHI-nosaur with interactive locations on the nose, ear, back and leg. When a location is touched, the corresponding label is displayed (Figure 8b).

**Grasp Sensing**
To showcase AirTouch’s dual-touch sensing capabilities, we developed a touch-sensing sphere (Figure 8c). We augmented a sphere with four touch locations throughout its surface. When an outlet is covered, the companion application highlights which face is touched. When two outlets are covered simultaneously, the system highlights both faces.

**Color Hue Selector**
AirTouch can enable up to 12 interactive locations on 3D-printed objects. We designed a circular color hue selector for a drawing application (Figure 8d). The user selects a color using the selector, and sketch in the drawing window.

**DISCUSSIONS AND LIMITATIONS**
While AirTouch is successful in fabricating touch-sensitive objects and tangible input components without the need of any post-print assembly it has limitations. The most obvious one is the need for an air compressor to power the fabricated objects. Although we employed an air compressor to power our fabricated objects, other air sources might be used, granted they guarantee a constant stream of air. A miniature air pump, similar to the one used by Vázquez and collaborators in [36], can power AirTouch-enabled objects given their low pressure requirements.

Another limitation of our technique is that it’s only able to augment objects fabricated using high-resolution 3D-printing technologies. We explored fabricating AirTouch-enabled objects using Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) printers, but encountered a number of issues. Because of its layer-by-layer fabrication procedure, some objects fabricated with our Lulzbot Taz 6 and Qidi Technology X-One presented significant leaks in the internal structure of the object, hindering the technique’s performance. We plan to explore the effects of employing smoothing techniques (e.g., acetone smoothing), and varying the shell thickness of the model when printing to reduce leaks. FDM printers also lack the precision of STL printers, meaning that when printing outlets. Future work can explore the different approaches to ensure the correct fabrication of outlet sizes on lower resolution equipment.

Although we experienced a noticeable latency in our 40m-long tube experiments between when covering the outlet and the signal reaching its full amplitude, these effects were not present in AirTouch-enabled objects—the pressure increase upon covering an outlet was instant. Future work can explore the use of our technique to enable richer gestures such as swiping and sliding on fabricated objects.

Employing the same principle used to detect individual touches, AirTouch can identify up to two simultaneous touches on different locations throughout the fabricated object. Because the increase in pressure is proportional to the outlet area, covering multiple outlets can be identified as a new touch location—as long as the sum of the areas of the covered outlets results in a unique change in pressure. In order to guarantee a 0.1 mm² separation between the outlets and their respective combinations, we used outlets sizes of 0.4 mm², 0.5 mm², 0.6 mm², and 0.8 mm² in our test objects.

Finally, we experienced small variations in the measured barometric pressures inside our fabricated objects when compared to previous days. This is due to the everyday changes in environmental barometric pressure. To evaluate the effects of these everyday changes in our system’s performance we per-
formed a preliminary test over a period of four consecutive days where the ambient pressure varied from 0.1 to 0.7 kPa. Using the bunny model, we recorded touches each day and found that the pressure variation shifted the baseline of the measurements by an amount smaller than the separation between different touches.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced AirTouch: a technique for fabricating touch-sensitive objects without the need of any post-print activities such as assembly or calibration. We presented the theory behind AirTouch, our explorations of parameters for both interaction and successful fabrication, and guidelines for designing AirTouch-enabled objects. We illustrated AirTouch’s flexibility with several applications, and showed that AirTouch is able to identify interactions with accuracies of at least 91% with 12 interactive locations.
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